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1) Linda went to a grocery shop and bought 14 packs of 
biscuits and 25 packs of noodles. How many grocery 
items did she buy in all? 

      

 
 
 
 
2) Janet spent 45 minutes reading an English book and 70 

minutes reading a comic book. Find the total number of 
minutes that she spent reading.   

 

 

 

3) Charles had 110 candies. His brother had 87 candies. 
How many candies do they have together? 

 

 

4) A factory produced 310 cars in the first week and 513 
cars in the second week. Find the total number of cars 
produced in both the weeks.  

 
 

 

Addition Word Problems for Grade 2  
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5) On a Sunday, 600 people from city A visited a zoo and 
850 people from city B visited the zoo. Find the total 
number of visitors for the zoo.  

 

       

 

 
 

6) A magic show had 538 visitors in the morning and 208 
visitors in the afternoon. Find the total number of people 
who saw the magic show in the morning and afternoon. 

 

 

7) Evan scored 1245 points in a video game and Austin 
scored 1893 points in the same game. What is the total 
number of points scored by both of them? 
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8)  Find the sum of the smallest three-digit number and the 
largest three-digit number.  

 
 
 

9)  Which two bags will you choose to get exactly 269 
marbles? 

  

  

 
 
 
10) Children from Grade 1 and Grade 2 from Will’s school 

were asked about their favourite TV channel.  
 

 

 

Channel A Channel B 

Grade 1 190 230 

Grade 2  210 140 

 

 

a) Find the total number of students from grade 1 and 
grade 2 who liked Channel A. 

b) How many students in all said channel B was their 
favourite channel? 
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1) 39 packs 

2) 115 minutes 

3) 197 candies 

4) 823 cars 

5) 1450 people 

6) 746 people 
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7) 3138 points 

8) 1099 

9)  Bag 1 and Bag 2 
 

10) a) 400 
b) 370 
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1. When you add 0 to a number, you 
get the same number. 
 

2. When you add 1 to a number, you 
get the next number. We call it as 
the ‘successor’ of the number. 

3. When you subtract 1 from a number, 
you get the previous number. We 
call it as the ‘predecessor’ of the 
number. 
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